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The gastronomy of insects around the world

Today, entomoculture is praised in France for its nutritional, environmental
and economical strengths. However, if insects are eaten by more than 2
billion people in the world, it is also because of a much simpler reason:
insects are actually delicious.
The “Criquets Migrateurs” project aims at communicating about
entomoculture with a gastronomic approach: we will visit 8 countries
where insect consumption is common, to investigate on local recipes in
order to produce culinary videos, short documentaries, and fact sheets,
while also writing a blog about our adventures.
Our goal is to involve the public in this gastronomy by inspiring them to try
it for themselves, while also giving context for the recipes in their cultures
of origin.
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LES CRIQUETS
MIGRATEURS
A CULINARY APPROACH
FOR ENTOMOCULTURE
The nutritional values and rearing advantages of insects are well known and documented.
Their introduction in food and feed is already happening: the use of insect protein for farmed fish feed
is now authorized by the European Union; this resource is especially efficient for fish growth, and very
acceptable for the consumer. However, the introduction of insects in our dishes takes a little longer,
because of legal but also psychological restraints. Thus, working on social acceptance of insect as food
is a suitable strategy while the authorizations are processed.
Since 2009, the media talks about entomoculture by citing key numbers (9 billion human
beings to feed in 2050…) and presenting the nutritional and environmental strengths of insects – not
to forget the fear factor associated with this kind of food. However, this approach fails to present
insects as potential ingredients that people could actually use in the kitchen. Involving the public is key
to gain social acceptance: as it is well known by the people in the insect industry, if it does not taste
good, people will not eat it; and especially not if they do not feel concerned by this type of ingredient.
The goal of “Les Criquets Migrateurs” is to inspire the public to try it out for themselves. And
to achieve this, we are going to travel: two billion people eat more than 1,900 insect species around
the world. For nutritional reasons, yes, but not only: if insects are so popular, it is also because they
taste so good. We will take a gastronomical approach for entomoculture by investigating on the
different ways of cooking insects, in order to present these recipes in a simple and accessible way, in
video format on the internet, while providing cultural context. We will show that insects are, in the
end, an ingredient like any other – and a particularly delicious one as well.
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I. WHO ARE WE?
Sébastien Collin
President, co-founder, video producer
With a master’s degree in animal husbandry and
zoology from AgroParisTech (formerly the INA-PG), I am
currently working on the development of the insect
farming industry in France.
I worked as a bee keeper (2012), for Jimini’s
(2013), at the University of Sydney’s entomology
department (2014), for Entomo Farm (2014) and at Ynsect
(2015 – 2017); entomoculture is my career project. I also
have a solid know-how in video editing: I produce videos
since 2011 and I worked for Brainsonic in 2013. This is also
not my first documented journey: I organized trips to
Australia, Canada, Scotland and Ireland – good
opportunities to vlog and to share my travelling
experiences on my YouTube channel. I am fluent in French, German and English.
“Les Criquets Migrateurs” is a great opportunity to unite all these passions in one big project:
producing videos around the world to talk about eating and farming insects.

Annie Ruelle-Sanguine
Treasurer, co-founder, writer & editor
As a science mediator and an enthusiast for
knowledge transfer, I worked in research, industry
and teaching – I am a rather versatile person.
When Sébastien offered me to join the
adventure of Les Criquets Migrateurs, I obviously
accepted: such an occasion to travel cannot be
refused.
Freelance writer and blogger since 2009, I
wrote a popular science blog in 2014; today, I bring my
redacting skills and my thirst for discovery to the
team.
I also am fluent in French and English, and I
love diving into language guidebooks.
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II. THE “CRIQUETS MIGRATEURS” PROJECT
a. OUR GOAL
The Criquets Migrateurs’ objective can be
summed up as follows: to show the public that insects
are delicious.
The goal of this project is to communicate about
entomoculture by exploring the consumption of insects
with a gastronomical point of view. To achieve this, we
will visit eight countries where insects are eaten: our aim is to give a global overview of entomophagy
in the world by giving context for these culinary practices in their cultures of origin and by presenting
local recipes in a simple and fun format, in order to involve the public and make them want to try it
out (see II.C – Our productions).

b. OUR ITINERARY
This is what our journey will look like:
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1,900 insect species are eaten by more than two billion people in more than 110 countries –
insect consumption is so popular that we could hardly visit all these places. So we selected eight
countries that will in our opinion give a complete and diverse overview of entomologic gastronomy
around the world.
Let’s examine the places we will visit, and the local insects we want to investigate on:

➢ Japan – November 2017 (2 weeks)
The main species that are consumed in Japan are asian hornets
and wasp nymphs, especially in the mountain heart of the
country. We will arrive just in time for the Kushihara wasp
festival, in the Gifu region.

➢ Cambodia – April to Mai 2018 (6 weeks)
Spring is a great period for spider hunting, but also for weaver
ant and locust collection, typical local arthropods. We will not
miss out on Skuon, the capital of fried spiders. After all,
spiders may not technically be insects, but they look too delicious
to not count.

➢ Thailand – Mai to June 2018 (6 weeks)
Thailand is the world’s capital for edible insects – we simply
have to stay there for at least six weeks. This period will be
the water bug season; we will also be able to learn more
about palm weevils, crickets and silkworms, as these are
farmed all year long. If we are lucky, we may even have a taste of the
bamboo caterpillars, and see a lot of other insect varieties.

➢ Australia – July 2018 (4 weeks)
Australia is mainly known for its savory witchetty grubs,
an aboriginal culinary delicacy – and July is the perfect
month to find them. Termites are also collected and eaten
by some aboriginal communities.
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➢ Mexico – August 2018 (4 weeks)
August is the end of the locust season, the chapulines,
which are very popular in the southern State of Oaxaca.
Ant larvae – locally known as escamoles – are also
collected.

➢ France (and Europe) – September to October 2018 (6 weeks)
By the way, how are insects doing in Europe?
Let’s make a little stop in France to present the
European insect sector – for human food and for
animal feed.

➢ Cameroon – October to November 2018 (4 weeks)
Cameroon is one of the African countries where edible insects
are the most integrated in the culinary culture! We will
discover several types of grasshoppers, termites – real pillars
of African insect gastronomy – and the first African foss
farms, where palm weevils are raised all year long.

➢ Zimbabwe – November to December 2018 (4 weeks)
Our last destination will be Zimbabwe, during the
mopane caterpillar season, an emblematic insect
from the south of Africa. And as always: termites
should also be on the menu.

OUR PROGRESS SO FAR
At the time we are writing this, we already went to Japan. The
details of this (successful) expedition can be found on
www.lescriquetsmigrateurs.com.
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c. OUR PRODUCTIONS
In order to report on our investigations and our journeys, we will produce free content on two
media, easy to follow and share:

A YouTube channel
The heart of this project is the videos that we will produce and that we will broadcast
for free on the internet. We will produce two types of videos:

➢ Cooking videos
These videos (2-3 minutes) will present the local recipes of the different
places we will visit. This short and dynamic format is well adapted for
sharing on social media, and includes a visual do it yourself aspect which
involves the public by simply showing them how to cook the recipes,
while also highlighting the ingredients. This is the best suited format to
present recipes, as it is simple, clear, and it makes you hungry! For this
series, we already made a pilot, which can be found on the project’s
website – lescriquetsmigrateurs.com.

➢ Documentary episodes for each country
We will produce episodes of about 10 minutes – one per visited
country – in which we’ll report on our adventures,
while showing the place of insects in each community.
We’ll talk about the culture and traditions around the
eaten species and their local recipes, and about how
they are collected or farmed. The goal of this
documentary series will be to establish a storyline
so that the public can follow our journey, while
also providing context for the recipes and culinary
practices in their cultures of origin.
These episodes will be shot in French language; however, we will provide
English subtitles to be featured on the YouTube videos.
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A website
In order to keep the public updated on the progress of the project,
we created a website: www.lescriquetsmigrateurs.com. We will post
two kinds of content:

➢ Regular blog articles
We will regularly publish blog articles on our
website to report on our adventures. We will also
talk about the stages of our travels, the
communities we met and the details of our
investigations. From time to time, we will also
write fact sheets about insects, in order to
present the edible species we saw – their life
cycles, their localizations, their feeding habits
etc.
➢ Cooking sheets
These are written versions of our cooking videos: we’ll sum the recipes up
in a clear and concise matter, while also linking the video versions. The
insect producers and sellers will also be mentioned in these sheets, so
that the reader knows where to get the ingredients (see IV. – Our
partnership offers). Once the project is over, we will assemble all these
sheets in one single pdf cooking book, which will be available for free
download.

The pilot of the culinary series and the corresponding cooking sheets can already be found on
the Criquets Migrateurs’ website.

OUR PROJECT IN THE MEDIA
We created pages for Les Criquets Migrateurs on Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and LinkedIn, to communicate directly with the public and to share
our videos and articles.
Moreover, during the set up and the execution of this project, we will
communicate about Les Criquets Migrateurs by contacting the media: local
newspapers, university newspapers, local radio shows etc. We aim at giving a
good exposure to this project – and, by doing so, to our partners.
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III. OUR BUDGET
Here is the estimated budget we will need to achieve this project:

EXPENDITURE SHARES
Administrative
5%

Other
11%
Transportation
34%

Health
4%

Equipment
9%

Food
17%
Housing
20%

We need a total of 28,000 euros.
We already have personal contributions of 14,000 euros – so half of the budget, which will
allow us to achieve half of the journey, from Japan to Australia.
In order to complete this project, we will need to double that resource: we are 14,000 euros
short to visiting all the planned countries.
And to achieve this, we will need your support!
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IV. OUR PARTNERSHIP OFFERS
Why support Les Criquets Migrateurs?
In order to achieve this project, we need your support! We offer a communication
project that will allow to directly involve the public and help them feeling
concerned by a type of gastronomy where insects are paramount: supporting
us is an efficient contribution to the social acceptance this sector needs.
Moreover, by partnering with Les Criquets Migrateurs, you will benefit from
an external and internal communication project for your company. Finally, in exchange for your
contribution, we offer interesting counterparties.

THEY ALREADY TRUST US!
Jimini’s and AFFIA decided to support the Criquets Migrateurs!
Their precious contributions will allow us to travel all the way to
Mexico and through Europe. Let’s keep this up to complete the
project!

A few partnership examples
Here are a couple of examples for partnership deals with the offered counterparties for each
step. All the counterparties are cumulative from one step to the other!

➢ Ant Partnership – Contributions from 200 to 999 €
✓ Our partners are highlighted during our conferences and interviews
✓ The company will be featured on the website’s “partners” page,
with a short presentation
✓ Your logo will appear in our YouTube videos, with our thanks
✓ You will have access to the partners newsletter

➢

Caterpillar Partnership – Contributions from 1,000 to 1,999 €
✓ Your logo will appear in the cooking sheets and in the cooking book that
will be published at the end of the journey
✓ If you sell edible insects, your company will be featured in the list of insect
suppliers
✓ Your company will be featured in the episode about Europe
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➢ Cricket Partnership – Contributions from 2,000 to 2,999 €
✓ Your company will have premium access to the journey: previews and
sneak peeks of episodes and articles, regular Skype sessions…
✓ We will run activities of your choosing in your company, during
workshops or corporate week-ends for example, like conferences,
episode screenings, exhibitions…

➢

Locust Partnership – Contributions from 3,000 to 3,999 €
✓ During a company week-end or workshop, we will organize a
cooking session with insects to do a live demonstration of the
recipes you saw in our videos

➢ Termite Partnership – Contributions of 4,000 € or more
✓ We offer you photos and videos that we shot during our
journey for your company’s free usage
✓ We write a detailed report for you about a specific type
of farming or collecting of an insect species of your
choosing
✓ We will produce a video for you to present your company

Alternatively, let’s agree on a custom
partnership and counterparty deal together!
Any ideas or suggestions? Let’s open the discussion, and let’s agree
together on a customized support deal! It can be a financial contribution,
but also materiel or logistical support – after all, we are always open to
advices and we always need connections to local contacts in the countries
we’ll be visiting!
In exchange, if you have a special wish for a counterparty, like post
cards or an unusual souvenir, please do let us know!
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TO CONCLUDE…
We hope that this project will interest you!
If you have questions or if you wish to contact us to have a talk about a
partnership offer, please feel free to write to us! Our contact info is at the
bottom of the page.
In the meantime, bon appétit!

CONTACT
Contact us:

Les Criquets on the internet:

lescriquetsmigrateurs@gmail.com

www.lescriquetsmigrateurs.com

21, avenue Rabelais
94120 Fontenay-sous-Bois
France

/lescriquetsmigrateurs
@CMigrateurs
/company-beta/18191456/

+33 6.29.56.62.68

/channel/UCpBc4D5BZBQLbnb84ncgwIA
/lescriquetsmigrateurs/
Find the team on LinkedIn:

➢ Sébastien Collin : /in/sebastien-collin/
➢ Annie Ruelle-Sanguine : /in/annie-ruelle-sanguine-899a829a/
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